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48.9° Celsius, the extreme temperature measured on the outskirts 
of Sydney on 4 January 2020, during the forest fires that devastated 
Australia that year 1.

This is the title that Guillermo Forchino gave to five installations 
presented by On-Off Studio in Paris, as part of an exhibition of the 
same name. This work depicts a human figure made from silicone  
– a material with a flexibility similar to flesh – emerging from a scene 
composed entirely of burnt wood.

Complicit contamination 

Guillermo Forchino was born in 1952 in Rosario, a city in the 
Argentine province of Santa Fe which stretches along the banks 
of the expansive Paraná River. Biodiversity in the Paraná Delta 
wetlands – a biological corridor running north to south, inhabited 
or frequently visited by hundreds of species of fish, birds and 
plants, and by dozens of species of reptiles and mammals 2 – has 
been relentlessly destroyed by fires deliberately started by the 
voracious agricultural industry. From January to June, 4,200 fires 
were recorded in total 3. By August, the number of fires had already 
exceeded 8,000 4. Forchino’s fellow citizens were waking up every 
morning with smoke in their eyes and a heavy heart. With slogans such 
as “A law for the wetlands!” and “We can’t breathe”, environmental 
protests brought hundreds and thousands of people together out of 
the local population of around two million inhabitants. The cynical 
indifference with which economic powers allow the extermination of 
animals, plants, ecosystems, natural resources, individuals and our 
common interest is expressed in the eloquent title that Guillermo 
Forchino gave to a series of sculptural installations at his university 
and in his home town in 2019: Me ne frego, a colloquial Italian 
expression meaning “I don’t care”. By skilfully arranging sculptures 
and objects, Forchino places the far-from-perfect bodies of bathers 
busy making the most of their free time in the midst of the ecocide. 
A sea of non-biodegradable plastic bottles, the tragic silhouettes of 
dead animals floating in oil, and even the cracked soil of a dried-
up lake all represent the environment of these miniature people, 
who are both captivating and despicable. The contrast between the 
satirical humour expressed through Forchino's social caricatures and 
the surrounding environmental crime from which his all too human 

Forchino at 48.9° Celsius. 
Ornaments for a dystopian reality

Beatriz Vignoli-Blotta
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instrumentos desafinados (Concert for out-of-tune instruments) by 
Juan Antonio Vallejo-Nágera”.

Out of tune and disconcerted

Since the Fine Arts faculty and his initial experiments in the early 
1980s, at his studio Forchino worked on volume, exploring a 
variety of materials. A grant from the French Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs allowed him to pursue this research while specialising in 
the restoration and conservation of art works at the Pantheon-
Sorbonne University in Paris. This training gave him an appreciation 
of traditional materials and ancient techniques such as egg tempera 
painting, and led him to work with waxes, plant-based resins, gesso, 
adhesives and natural pigments. In 1984, having finished his studies 
in France, he returned to Rosario where he opened his own artwork 
restoration studio. In the same year, he was appointed restorer at 
the Juan B. Castagnino Municipal Museum of Fine Arts.

He was there when Porta lent him the thought-provoking book 
(mentioned above) by Spanish psychiatrist and author Vallejo-
Nágera (1926-1990), in which he describes his experiences in 
Spanish asylums during the 1950s. Reading this book triggered a 
documentation project, which led to the powerful series of collective 
exhibitions, “Desafinados” (“Out of Tune”), exhibiting works by Porta, 
Castaño and Forchino. The first exhibition took place in 1985 at the 
Krass gallery in Rosario. The second, “Desafinados II”, was held in 
2001 at the Bernardino Rivadavia Cultural Centre (CCBR, known 
today as the Roberto Fontanarrosa Cultural Centre), and then in 
2002 at the National Arts Centre - Palais de Glace, Buenos Aires. In 
late 2018 to early 2019, a selection of works from these exhibitions 
formed part of the collective exhibition “Aquellos bárbaros” (“Those 
Barbarians”) at the Juan B. Castagnino Municipal Museum in Rosario, 
alongside works by 23 other artists created around the same time 
(1980 to 1990) 8. Forchino recalls that, around 1984, he visited two 
public psychiatric institutions with Porta and Castaño: the Dr Agudo 
Ávila de Rosario Regional Centre for Mental Health (“mad, but 
kind - we chatted, we joked around”) and the Oliveros Psychiatric 
Residence (“people in a really bad way, that had a big impression 
on me. There was a woman with an apron belly, she looked like a 
monster” 9 ). Based on these experiences, Guillermo Forchino began 
to create a series of characters whose bodies were made using strips 
of interwoven fabric, with heads, hands and feet made from papier-
mâché treated with natural pigments and raw wax coating. They 
are tender but tortured figures with poignant expressions, prisoners 
of their deformed bodies, stuck in wheelchairs or tied up, or even 
trapped in asphyxiating jars. They express an almost unbearable 
suffering, piling up psychological alienation, physical pain, social 
exclusion and institutional violence. They communicate a touching 

creatures seem completely detached, reinforces the indictment 
through the contradiction in tone between the characters and their 
surroundings. The aesthetic ambiguity between comical and horrific 
plays on the emotional effect of the works, an affective ambivalence 
between cruelty and affection.

Friends, the teacher and drips

Guillermo Forchino was awarded a fine arts degree from the School 
of Fine Arts, Faculty of Arts and Humanities at the National University 
of Rosario in 1979, one of the worst years of Argentina’s last military 
dictatorship (1976-1983), which “disappeared” 30,000 people and 
left the country in ruins. It was in the former refectory turned into an 
exhibition hall that, in 2019, forty years after completing his degree, 
he exhibited the series of installations Me ne frego, alongside 
works by his contemporaries in fine arts, who were also former 
students of professor and artist Rubén Porta (1925-2005): artists 
Marcelo Castaño and Hover Madrid and sculptors Fernando Ercila 
and Daniel Pettit. Entitled “La gotera” (“The leak”), the exhibition 
was accompanied by a critical essay by researchers Sabina Florio, 
Cynthia Blaconá and Mariana Bortolotti: Tan lejos y tan cerca. Con 
los compañeros del taller (So close, yet so far. With friends from 
the studio) 5. Ten years earlier, in 2009, this same “community of 
open men” (as a translator of the I Ching put it) paid tribute to their 
master and friend Porta in their first collective exhibition, “Rendez-
Vous II”, at the Bernardino Rivadavia Cultural Centre in Rosario. The 
presentation text was written by the director of the institution, poet 
Rafael Ielpi. These are the same five friends and artists who, upon 
leaving the Fine Arts faculty, but without distancing themselves from 
their beloved mentor, lived in a dilapidated studio affectionately 
christened “la gotera”, or “the leak”. The history of art at Rosario 
–  as Sabina Florio highlighted in the critical essay mentioned above 
and in some of her other works – has a tradition of social interaction 
among peers dating back to the Petit Salon of 1913 (a group of 
young artists’ response to an official Salon from which they were 
excluded), and to the group of avant-garde artists in the late 1960s, 
as well as the Mutualité group of fine artists in the 1930s and other 
similar gatherings.

These informal groups have always revolved around a unifying 
figure, who in this case was Rubén Porta. His work and his teaching 
expressed a sensitivity to industrial waste ingested by nature, with a 
global view of the environment and a creative process combining an 
avant-garde aesthetic and indigenous poetics 6. Ercila recalls: “We 
used to go to landfills and he would look for things that had been 
attacked by insects, objects worked and shaped by time” 7. Forchino 
adds: “With Rubén, we would debate and eat together, but we never 
did artistic work. Until one day, he lent me a book: Concierto para 
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Nibbles, rodents and collections

In July 2002, at the invitation of the Aux Tours des Arts association 
in Noyers, France, Forchino presented the exhibition “En Ton 
Noir” (“Shades of Black”) in the former Saint-Nicolas hospice in 
Noyers-sur-Serein. Spread across the building from the cellar to 
the attic, his characters illustrate different forms of madness and 
human decline, by embodying madness or satirising political or 
ecclesiastical powers. Using photography as an additional resource, 
the artist presents his characters with their back to the public, facing 
their own enlarged image. This layout opens up space for dialogue 
between the subject and its image, between the sculpture and its 
photo. It also creates a kind of magnetism which the viewer enters, 
attracted by the fictional universe of each work.

In 2002, Forchino exhibited at the Palais de Glace in Buenos 
Aires, presenting the video work Proceso de destrucción de la clase 
media (“Process of destruction of the middle class”). This allegory 
can be read as a critical visual intervention in the socio-political 
crisis that Argentina was experiencing then, a result of the neo-
liberal economy which had not stopped devouring society in the 
1990s and after the dictatorship (euphemistically dubbing itself 
“The Process”, the apocope of “National reorganisation process”, 
totally Kafkaesque). Through a similar process, over the course of 
three weeks, two rats nibbled away at a family modelled by the 
artist in his studio. The work belongs to the process art tradition of 
Luis Benedit and others (in which Rubén Porta also freely immersed 
himself when he used the work of insects) with the deliberate use of 
rodents, and their connotations of poverty and torture. The process 
is recorded on video as content for a fictional television set on which 
the characters helplessly contemplate the image of themselves 
being devoured by rats, as if receiving news of their own demise 
through the media. This media coverage was characteristic of the 
crisis of December 2001.

In 2017, when this work was included in the collective exhibition
“La mirada negada” (“The look denied”) at Fondation Osde in 

Rosario, Forchino added a soundtrack to the video consisting of 
the oath taking at the inauguration ceremonies for all the Argentine 
presidents since 1976. The pièce de résistance of this exhibition 
was an installation by the artist entitled Basta: an ethical, artwork-
manifesto for a dignified death, which calls into question the moral 
legitimacy of dysthanasia – or futile medical care – where the main 
character is the silicone figure of an elderly man on his deathbed, 
connected to countless machines maintaining his vital functions. 
The exhibition also presented works by Marcelo Castaño, Ruperto 
Fernández Bonina, Mario Alberto Laus and María Alicia Vicari. 
Curated by Edgardo Donoso 11.

In terms of content, Basta remains true to the project of intensively 
representing human fragility – and the blessing or fragility of life – 

sensitivity in situations where all their human rights appear to have 
been flouted; when the public discovered them in the years after 
the dictatorship, it wasn’t difficult to associate them with the victims 
of repressive state machinery and to include in this group part of the 
population made invisible by state institutions.

In October 1985, Forchino moved to Paris. He continued his 
work, going deeper into the themes of isolation, abandonment, 
marginalisation and suffering. His sculptural object figures in 
the expressionist style evoke the ill treatment of mental patients 
at the start of the modern era, as can be seen in some works by 
Hieronymus Bosch (1450-1516), such as Ship of fools, Extracting 
the stone of madness, or the faces full of hatred, deformed by their 
own cruelty, surrounding Jesus in Christ carrying the cross.

Strange comics

Without abandoning these themes, in the early 1990s, the artist 
began to use polyurethane resin poured into silicone moulds to 
open a new space in his art, similar to the style of a comic strip, 
with some irony and where satire plays an important role. Creating 
dictators in bathtubs, families going off on holiday in a car crammed 
full of suitcases and with half-deflated tyres, or even boats, planes 
or motorbikes steered by singular characters humorously treated. In 
1994, as a commission for the Remolins-Zamorra private collection 
in Andorra, Forchino created a bas-relief mural out of polyester 
resin, entitled Escaldes Centre, which depicted a huge traffic jam in 
the streets of Escaldes.  In 1995, a selection of his comic characters 
was exhibited at CCBR and at the Recoleta Cultural Centre in 
Buenos Aires. In 2002, the Dutch company VM&M Concepts began 
to reproduce these pieces exclusively. The reproductions are 
handmade to scale with the same level of detail as the originals, 
under the artist’s personal supervision at the start, in the town of Hui 
Yang in southern China. They are then reproduced in limited editions. 
Entitled “The comic art of Guillermo Forchino”, this collection is 
sold in over 65 countries. In 2016, at the invitation of the Roberto 
Fontanarrosa Cultural Centre in Rosario under the auspices of the 
Institut français d’Argentine and the Alliance française in Rosario, 
Forchino presented the “Paris-Rosario” exhibition 10.

Here, sculpture and caricature converged in images which can be 
read and appreciated like comic strips, as the visitor observes and 
discovers the countless details that bring the three-dimensional 
painting to life. These mini-stories consist of tangible realities which 
call on the viewer’s life experiences, who thus becomes complicit 
with the perspective of an eminently perceptive artist, rich in 
insightful humour.
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which has symbolically governed Guillermo Forchino's paradoxically 
serious yet humorous work since the beginning. His technique, as 
in the more recent Celsius, has been enriched by the use of new 
types of silicone, allowing him to reproduce flesh which very closely 
resembles human skin.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that since 2010, the work Falcon 
verde (“Green Falcon”) has been part of the permanent collection 
at the Haroldo Conti Cultural Centre in Buenos Aires. This sculpture 
refers, in a grotesque style, to the sinister paramilitary groups 
responsible for kidnapping and disappearing people during 
Argentina’s most recent dictatorship. Forchino’s works also feature 
in numerous private collections.

Notes

https://www.lemonde.fr/planete/article/2020/01/04/incedies-des-dizaines-de-
milliers-d-australiens-evacuent_6024764_3244.html

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sv4OgpHitHo 
Jorge Bartoli, Environmental Human Rights Course, Faculty of Arts and Humanities, 
National University of Rosario (UNR).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u_hAqqXsMbs&t=13s 
E. Estévez Boero, Environmental Human Rights Course, Faculty of Arts and 
Humanities, UNR.

https://www.lanacion.com.ar/sociedad/masiva-marcha-protestar-incendios-islas-del-
parana-nid2410102

https://www.pagina12.com.ar/226248-al-rescate-del-oficio-del-planeta-y-del-pais  
B. Vignoli, “Al rescate del oficio, del planeta y del país”, Rosario/12, Tuesday 20 
October 2019.

https://www.pagina12.com.ar/diario/suplementos/rosario/12-26093-2010-11-09.
html   
B. Vignoli, “La gráfica como huella de lo humano”, Rosario/12, Tuesday 9 November
2010.

https://www.pagina12.com.ar/diario/suplementos/rosario/12-21114-2009-11-17.
html  
B. Vignoli, “Guerreros, cazadores y caballeros”, Rosario/12, Tuesday 17 November 
2009.

https://www.pagina12.com.ar/153460-un-pasado-visionario-y-cercano 
B. Vignoli, “Un pasado visionario y cercano”, Rosario/12, Tuesday 6 November 2018.

Personal interview, 20 May 2020.

https://www.pagina12.com.ar/diario/suplementos/rosario/12-56102-2016-08-23.
html 
B. Vignoli, “Novelista de la materia”, Rosario/12, Tuesday 23 August 2016.

https://www.pagina12.com.ar/68084-arte-con-espesor-simbolico-y-real 
B. Vignoli, “Arte con espesor simbólico y real”, Rosario/12, Tuesday 10 October
2017.
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An Italian expression which translates as “I don’t care” in English, 
matches the type of artistic language cultivated by the author, 
characterised by a tendency towards corrosive humour, parody and 
irony. These works address the issue of the environment by showing 
the destruction of the planet by our own species. The power of the 
images created by the artist with passion and precision opens up 
an intense, polemic chain of meanings, bringing together various 
representations of the ecological catastrophe surrounding and 
enveloping us.

With scepticism and parody, Guillermo Forchino offers a group of 
installations in which his singular characters have the leading role in 
emblematic scenes of the current environmental disaster.

In the face of such evidence, there is a clear, urgent need to 
reflect on development models, lifestyles, green imaginaries and 
their consequences; to see environmental issues as social and 
political issues, integrating the human environment with nature and 
the living world based on an ethical correlation between the means 
and the end.

 
Sabina Florio

Me ne frego

Below and page 14:
Impávido 
(Impassive), 2019 
Details

Pages 16 and 17:
Impávido, 2019
Polyurethane resin, 
canvas swimming pool, 
aluminium stepladder, 
wood, plastic bottles
500 x 200 x 190 cm
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Me ne frego, 2019
Polyurethane resin, engine oil, wood, zinc
160 x 108 x 95 cm

Pages 19, 20 and 21: 
Me ne frego, 2019
Details

Forests are burning, lakes and rivers are drying up, the earth is 
becoming a desert, plastic waste is colonising the waters while oil 
slicks invade oceans and land. Nothing escapes pollution.

Under his sharp, incisive gaze, Forchino recreates this reality with 
a playful realism which fluctuates between comical and tragic.
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Page 22:
Tomando sol en 
la laguna Acuelo 
(Sunbathing at Lake 
Aculeo), 2019
Polyurethane resin,
wood, fabric, digital print 
260 x 140 x 30 cm

Left and below: 
Tomando sol en la 
laguna Aculeo, 2019
Details

The cracked earth and clumps of dry sand are all that’s left today 
of what was, less than ten years ago, known as Lake Aculeo in the 
region of Santiago, Chile.
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Plastic: pollution turning into ecological disaster. On land and in the 
sea, almost no corner of the globe can escape the proliferation of 
plastic waste.

Page 24:
No hagan olas 
(Don’t rock the boat), 2019
Polyurethane resin, 
silicone, wood, zinc 
112 x 82 x 95 cm

Above:
No hagan olas, 2019
Detail
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Le Monde newspaper, 4 January 2020.

“On Saturday, Sydney experienced record high temperatures, 
measured at 48.9°C in Penrith on the western outskirts of the city.”

 

The horrific fires that ravaged Australia at the end of 2019 left deep 
scars in the land and greatly distressed the people.

This feeling of sadness, fear and melancholy felt in the face of 
negative changes in the environment where we feel we belong has 
been defined as “solastalgia” by the Australian philosopher Glenn 
Albrecht.

Celsius, 2020
Silicone, carbon, wood 
168 x 30 x 25 cm
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Page 28 and above: 
Celsius, 2020 
Details
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Basta (Enough), 2017
Silicone, resin, canvas 
and various materials 
270 x 200 x 192 cm

The installation Basta (Enough) confronts us with illness, old age 
and the end of life. This work raises the ethical issue of the moral 
legitimacy of futile medical care.

It was presented as part of the exhibition “Le regard dénié (The 
look denied)” at the Fondation Osde gallery (Rosario).
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Left and page 33:
Basta, 2017
Details

“The composition shows a striking contrast between the vulnerability 
of the human being subject to the principle of exhaustion and the 
accumulation of artificial elements – metal, plastic and technological 
equipment – essential for maintaining life.”

Edgardo Donoso
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Above and page 35:
Basta, 2017
Details

“If a person’s life can be thought of as a story, their final moments 
are subject to weakness, vulnerability and a dependence on others. 
And that is precisely where Forchino's work appears to show us 
where our responsibility and our decision-making lie. […]

When a human being arrives at the twilight of their existence, 
three situations can be discussed: firstly, euthanasia, where a 
healthcare professional helps a patient to die when they have no 
further hope of continuing to live; then the ethical implications of 
this practice give rise to another two: one of them orthothanasia, 
which consists of letting a patient pass away when their time comes, 
with all the care available to prevent them from suffering, and the 
other is dysthanasia, where futile medical care is put in place to 
extend the person’s life at any cost. It is this relentless dysthanasia 
which Basta depicts, with the aim of inviting the viewer to consider 
this issue.”

Edgardo Donoso

Basta, 2017
Installation: Guillermo Forchino
Director: Arturo Marinho
https://vimeo.com/247901814

https://vimeo.com/247901814
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Fiesta en el geriátrico 
(Party at the hospice),
2008
Polyurethane resin, 
Meudon whiting, glue, 
metal, wood, acrylic 
paint
25x 30 x 70 cm

“Fiesta en el geriátrico depicts an elderly lady sadly waiting for a 
birthday that will never be celebrated.

This work expresses the solitude of old age and the abandonment 
of elderly people in places where they are confined to die.

Having left behind the functions of their youth, they find them-
selves practically obsolete, out of reach of emotional connections 
and quality time shared with others.”

Edgardo Donoso
Naturaleza moribunda
con medias rojas 
(Moribund nature in red 
socks), 2008
Polyurethane resin, 
wood, Meudon whiting, 
glue, acrylic paint
27 x 20 x 15 cm
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Falcon verde 
(Green Falcon), 2009
Polyurethane resin, 
Meudon whiting,
glue, acrylic paint 
102 x 44 x 34 cm
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Falcon verde, 2009
Sculpture: Guillermo Forchino
Director: Arturo Marinho
Photos: Mario Laus
https://vimeo.com/14594778 

The Falcon verde work is part of the permanent collection of the 
Haroldo Conti Cultural Centre in Buenos Aires. It evokes the 
infamous vehicle used by the forces of repression to kidnap and 
“disappear” people during Argentina's last military dictatorship.

The expression “Falcon verde” remains engraved in the collective 
memories of Argentinians as a symbol of State terror.

Page 40 and above: 
Falcon verde, 2009
Details

https://vimeo.com/14594778
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“The exhibition ‘Desafinados’ (‘Out of tune’) presenting the sculp- 
tures of Guillermo Forchino, the drawings of Marcelo Castaño 
and the engravings of Rubén Porta, was held at the Krass gallery 
in Rosario in August 1985. This period was a passionate return to 
democracy after the collapse of the military dictatorship, and these 
painful, critical images made using a variety of techniques and 
materials, were a legitimate blow to public sensitivity at the time.

Sixteen years later, at the dawn of a new millennium, the same 
artists presented ‘Desafinados II’, which reaffirmed and expanded 
their field of reference: the ‘out of tune’ people were no longer the 
same - or rather, others had been added to the original ones, in the 
light of the unprecedented crisis of the nation state, systematically 
calling into question the institutions and controversial progression 
of a globalisation that was meeting with mixed reactions.

On a conceptual level, it is certainly about the same ‘out of tune’ 
people, those ambiguous, polysemous individuals who appear to 
concentrate in themselves the almost complete range of social 
exclusion, threatened by depersonalisation and dehumanisation, 
subjected to supreme servitude which is the absence of freedom 
and deprivation of dignity.”

                     Elsa Flores Ballesteros

Desafinados

0122-Jaime H, 1985
Papier-mâché, wax, 
fabric, wire
21 x 28 x 20 cm 

Page 42:
0317-Joaquín N, 1985
Papier-mâché, wax, 
fabric, string, wood
116 x 39,5 x 29 cm
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Page 44:
C.H. 0726, 1998
Papier-mâché, wax, 
glass eyes, fabric, sheet 
metal, wire
25 x 14 x 20 cm

“Forchino introduces us to a universe which not only refutes all 
aesthetic values, but also forces us to dive into the heart of madness, 
deformity and ugliness. Everyone knows, or at least thinks they 
know, that psychiatric hospitals and asylums hide beings who, in 
the image of these characters, barely have anything left of them that 
is human except their morphology, but nobody wants to think about 
the misery of those left by the wayside in life.

So the surprised viewer stops, stares at the sculpture and 
ponders. They can only think of the poor abandoned wrecks, 
nameless, expressionless, falling apart, a shapeless mass, lost in 
their wheelchairs, offering the viewer nothing but the spectacle of 
a painful, terrible nightmare. As with the terrible, grimacing figures 
in Goya’s etchings, this artist’s work takes us to the limit of what is 
bearable. […]

The endless agony of men tied up, contorted, little shapeless 
lumps, ill treated by a hateful apparatus, constrained, locked up, 
reduced to nothing, but yet still alive. Lunatics? Political prisoners? 
Emblematic figures of human misery?”

Marie-Thérèse Richard Hernández

N. 654, 2002
Papier-mâché, wax, 
glass eyes, resin, fabric, 
wood
24,5 x 25,5 x 29,5 cm
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En cuclillas 
(Hunched over), 2002
Papier-mâché, wax, 
glass eyes, resin, fabric 
25 x 20 x 30 cm

Page 47:
M. 0611 II, 2001
Papier-mâché, wax, 
wire, fabric, wood, 
clamp
35 x 28 x 13 cm

“These afflicted characters are presented to us as the residue of 
society, in the final stages of complete decline, however we do 
not know if they have aged prematurely, if they're mad, physically 
handicapped, prisoners or even guinea pigs. However, Forchino’s 
aim is not to claim that all of these types of people are synonymous, 
but rather to highlight their common exclusion from a social domain 
which rejects anyone who is not considered to be ‘normal’, anything 
that differs from the human type imposed by modern societies, 
which must be a model of perfect mental and physical health, youth, 
submitting to established norms and rules, productive, ‘successful’.” 

Elsa Flores Ballesteros
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Top right:
El grito (The scream), 1987
Papier-mâché, wood, 
acrylic paint, shoes
120 x 38 x 33 cm

Bottom left:
H.A. 217, 1993
Polyurethane resin, fabric, 
glass jar, iron oxide 
32 x 14 x 14 cm

Page 51:
S. 0934, 1997
Papier-mâché, wax, glass 
eyes, fabric, glass jar 
20 x 19 x 19 cm

“El grito” (“The scream”) in 1987 (exhibited the same year at l’Espace 
latino-américain in Paris), refers to the painting of the same name 
by Munch, where the scream is that of nature as a whole, whereas 
in Forchino's work, it’s about a man whose very essence seems to 
consist of this scream, erasing all physiognomy and corresponding 
to the almost ontological – and ultimately metaphysical – absence 
of freedom. In fact, this older adult with huge hands and useless 
feet is likened to a child or a chained-up prisoner, a captive of his 
chair-prison but still capable of transforming into his own scream, 
of becoming the scream, although it does not bring him any release, 
at all.”

Elsa Flores Ballesteros
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“sorrowful, deformed creatures, monstrosities and human rubbish, 
in direct reference to the universe of Antonin Artaud.”

Rubén Echagüe

“In certain works, the straight-jacket alone turns the man into an 
ape-like animal being, who is also strangely dangerous, deprived of 
all beauty and dignity, unable to release himself from this prison, or 
consequently, from this stigma which others have sidelined him for.”

Elsa Flores Ballesteros

B. 0002, 2000
Papier-mâché, wax, wood, 
fabric, string, metal handle
42 x 23 x 20 cm 

0327-Julio H, 1985
Papier-mâché, wax, 
glass eyes, wood, fabric
53 x 23 x 18 cm
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Doña (Lady), 1993 
Resin, glass eyes, 
fabric
32 x 24 x 26 cm

N. 653, 1997
Papier-mâché, wax, 
glass eyes, fabric, 
sheet metal, wire
33 x 18 x 15 cm

“The ‘rags’ Guillermo Forchino uses to cover the bodiesof his patients 
serve a variety of functions, which are always ambiguous: They 
are a reminder of the uniformity and interchangeability of clothing 
for inmates who, deprived of their own clothing, wear the clothes 
collectively distributed to them by their guardians with indifference; 
they also represent used bedsheets and ill-fitting mattress covers; 
in some cases, they form a straight-jacket, gauze and bandages 
over injured or mutilated bodies; often, they cover all or part of the 
beings, transforming them into an immobile, vulnerable mass, or 
into prisoners with no hope of escape or release.”

Elsa Flores Ballesteros
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Ruido de botas 
(Sound of boots), 1999
Papier-mâché, resin, glass 
eyes, wood and metal.
58 x 28 x 22 cm

Page 56:
B. 0001, 2000
Papier-mâché, wax, 
glass eyes, wood, fabric, 
string, metal handle
48 x 25 x 21 cm
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Venus de Pichincha 
(Venus of Pichincha), 1985
Papier-mâché, wax, 
fabric, marble
32 x 15 x 14 cm

Page 58:
W. 0425, 1998
Papier-mâché, wax, 
fabric, wire
27 x 21 x 14 cm
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Page 60 and above:
Obispo (Bishop), 1999
Papier-mâché, wax, 
glass eyes, fabric, 
costume jewellery
32 x 15 x 14 cm

A work presented at the former hospice in Noyers-sur-Serein at the 
“En Ton Noir” (Shades of Black) exhibition. The title is a French play 
on words between “tonalité noire (shade of black)” and the word 
“entonnoir (funnel)”, historically associated with madness.

The head and hands of this character, made from papier-mâché 
and deliberately left exposed and unprotected, have been devoured 
by insects, leading to their natural deterioration over time.
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Left:
Daniel S. 0001-A, 2002
Papier-mâché, wax, 
fabric, wood 
16,5 x 10 x 7,5 cm

Right:
José L. 0006-E, 2002
Papier-mâché, wax, 
fabric, wood
16 x 9 x 7 cm

Page 63:
Ernesto 0007-X, 2002
Papier-mâché, wax, 
fabric, wood 
15 x 10 x 8 cm

During his time studying in Paris, with no studio or space in which 
to make his sculptures, Forchino decided to use papier-mâché, a 
simple material which allowed him to create small models. With 
this technique he created a series of small heads coloured with raw 
wax and pigments, which initially presented in glass jars, and then 
enclosed in simple wooden boxes or grouped together. Over time, 
most of these works have been attacked by insects.
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A.J. 33, 2002
Polyurethane resin, nails, 
wood, iron oxide
10,5 x 8,8 x 5,7 cm

Page 65:
HLM, 1987
Papier-mâché, wax 
19 x 18 x 10 cm
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Left:
H.B. 235, 1990
Polyurethane resin, fabric, 
iron oxide, glass jar 
15,5 x 12 x 11,5 cm

Right:
M.P. 289, 1990
Polyurethane resin, fabric, 
iron oxide, glass jar 
15,5 x 12 x 11,5 cm

Page 66: 
E.J. 247, 1990
Polyurethane resin, fabric, 
iron oxide, glass jar 
15,5 x 12 x 11,5 cm

“Guillermo Forchino highlights the process of depersonalisation 
involved in hospital confinement, which is why the titles for all these 
sculptures are numbers followed by a single first name and no 
surname.”

Elsa Flores Ballesteros

“It’s about these people, marginalised and tormented by ‘normal’ 
society, on the pretext of reprogramming them to make them meet 
certain rules, which Guillermo symbolises very clearly by tying up 
his wretched characters in the traditional straight-jacket, and even 
bottling them up in hermetically sealed jars.”

Rubén Echagüe
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Top left:
A-0012, 1998
Papier-mâché, wax, 
fabric, glass jar
6 x 7,5 x 7,5 cm

Top right:
A-0021, 1999
Papier-mâché, wax, 
fabric, glass jar
6 x 7,5 x 7,5 cm

Below:
A-0013, 1998
Papier-mâché, wax, 
fabric, glass jar
6 x 7,5 x 7,5 cm

Page 68:
Top left:
A-0004, 1998
Papier-mâché, wax, 
fabric, glass jar
6 x 7,5 x 7,5 cm

Top right:
A-0005, 1998
Papier-mâché, wax, 
fabric, glass jar
6 x 7,5 x 7,5 cm

Bottom left:
A-0008, 1998
Papier-mâché, wax, 
fabric, glass jar
6 x 7,5 x 7,5 cm

Bottom right:
A-0015, 1998
Papier-mâché, wax, 
fabric, glass jar
6 x 7,5 x 7,5 cm
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This video work, with a duration of five minutes, shows us rats slowly 
devouring three characters who remain impassive and do not react 
to such voracity.

A metaphor for the destruction of a certain type of middle class, 
this work was exhibited at the Bernardino Rivadavia Cultural Centre 
in Rosario in 2001, the year when the socio-economic crisis hit 
Argentina. On this occasion, hand-crafted sheets of paper were 
given to the public, garnished with rat droppings and the caption 

Process of destruction of the middle class

“Evolution of a work of art (rat excrement after digesting part of the 
work ‘middle class’)”.

In 2017, Forchino added a soundtrack to the video, playing all 
the oath taking at the inauguration ceremonies for each president of 
the Argentine Republic since 1976.

This new version was presented at Fondation Osde as part of the 
exhibition “Le regard dénié (The look denied)”.

Proceso de destrucción de la clase media 
(Process of destruction of the middle class), 2001-2017
Video work: Guillermo Forchino
Edition: D. Pittaluga
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zyNUedD5qWE

Limited edition multi-piece art.

Pages 72 and 73:
Studio in Rue Ramus, Paris

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zyNUedD5qWE
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“In a society that multiplies itself and caricatures itself on millions of 
screens resembling distorting mirrors, while virtual reality threatens 
to replace what we used to think (with a reasonable degree of 
certainty) was ‘tangible reality’, art responds by caricaturing itself.

Is this why Guillermo Forchino's ‘three-dimensional caricatures’ 
are so appealing to us and, above all, so familiar and friendly? In 
that case, catharsis through the aesthetic experience that Aristotle 
talked of would be amply demonstrated.”

Rubén Echagüe

Caricature of art and the art of caricature

Below and page 74: 
Family, 1987
Polyurethane resin, acrylic 
paint, various materials
68 x 34 x 40 cm
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Le démocrate (The Democrat), 1989
Polyurethane resin, acrylic paint, 
various materials 
58 x 21 x 48 cm

Le redoutable, 1989
Polyurethane resin, acrylic paint, 
various materials
51 x 20 x 44 cm
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Taller 81 rue d'Avron, París, 1990
Above: A game of darts during a break
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The gangsters, 1990
Polyurethane resin, 
acrylic paint, various 
materials
65 x 31 x 30 cm

Page 81: 
Above:
La rallye (The rally), 1989
Polyurethane resin, 
acrylic paint, various 
materials
67 x 33 x 30 cm

Below:
El taxi (The taxi), 1989
Polyurethane resin, 
acrylic paint, various 
materials
67 x 33 x 30 cm
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Transport collectif 
(Public transport), 1993
Polyurethane resin, acrylic paint, 
various materials 
64 x 34 x 42 cm

“The comic book spirit has gradually crept into his work, perhaps 
through some suggestive ‘ships of fools’ (bathtubs transformed into 
wacky vehicles), reaching its climax in this latest broad and varied 
production, where ferocious critique yields slightly to the seduction 
of the comical, acute observation and precision in details, recreated 
with passionate accuracy.”

Rubén Echagüe

Rápido, 1990
Polyurethane resin, lead, acrylic 
paint, various materials 
46 x 37 x 25 cm
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As a commission, in 1994, he created the 
bas-relief work Escaldes Centre for the 
Remolins-Zamora collection in Escaldes, 
Andorra, which depicts a huge traffic jam in 
the town. 

Escaldes Centre, 1994
Polyester resin, 
acrylic paint 
250 x 300 x 30 cm

Making of Mural Escaldes Centre, 1994
Video: G. Forchino. Edition: D. Pittaluga
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fLm1CQUxCvA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fLm1CQUxCvA
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Highway Patrol, 2011
Polyurethane resin, 
acrylic paint, various 
materials
80 x 32 x 30 cm

Camion de pompiers 
(Fire engine), 2004
Polyurethane resin, acrylic paint, 
various materials
75 x 38 x 33 cm
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Side-car, 1994
Polyurethane resin, acrylic 
paint, various materials
42 x 28 x 28 cm

Patrouille militaire 
(Military patrol), 2007
Polyurethane resin, 
acrylic paint, various 
materials
65 x 34 x 31 cm
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Le bolide rouge 
(The red racing car), 1993
Polyurethane resin, acrylic 
paint, various materials
54 x 29 x 22 cm

Le champion 
(The champion), 2007
Polyurethane resin, 
acrylic paint, various 
materials
62 x 27 x 17 cm
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Le rallye 
(The rally), 2018
Polyurethane resin, 
acrylic paint, various 
materials
62 x 31 x 31 cm

Petit bijou 
(Little jewel), 2009
Polyurethane resin, 
acrylic paint, various 
materials
54 x 28 x 26 cm
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L’aventure (The adventure), 2006
Polyurethane resin, acrylic paint, 
various materials
63 x 35 x 30 cm

Le quad (The quad), 2008
Polyurethane resin, acrylic 
paint, various materials
34 x 29 x 36 cm
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Le bon vieux temps! 
(The good old days!), 2008
Polyurethane resin, acrylic 
paint, various materials 
56 x 30 x 30 cm

Le bon vieux temps!, 2008
Detail
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La bohème 
(The Bohemian), 2010
Polyurethane resin, acrylic 
paint, various materials
73 x 31 x 35 cm

Harley, 1992
Polyurethane resin, 
acrylic paint, various 
materials
50 x 20 x 30 cm
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Le déménagement 
(The big move), 2010
Polyurethane resin, acrylic 
paint, various materials 
74 x 34 x 42 cm

Les fabuleuses fifties 
(The fabulous fifties), 2006
Polyurethane resin, acrylic 
paint, various materials
71 x 30 x 23,5 cm
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Mustang 65, 2013
Polyurethane resin, 
acrylic paint, various 
materials 
66,5 x 28,5 x 22 cm

“How can you not flash a satisfied smile on seeing the lady 
affectionately caressing the owner of the red convertible, the 
mannered Italian chef tasting his spaghetti to check it's cooked, or 
the nurse (half caring, half perverse) brandishing a terrifying syringe 
of worrying proportions? Especially because, just like the casting for 
any self-respecting film, the nurse looks like a nurse, the chef looks 
like a chef, and the owner of the convertible looks like a vain and 
unscrupulous rascal [...]

Guillermo Forchino is a virtuoso artist, both of stories told with 
the tiniest touches and of the details perfectly reproduced: the rust 
on the heroic Jeep having survived the war, the flowers decorating 
the car of the young married couple, the make-up on young (and old) 
women, and even down to the little circles left on the windscreen by 
the steady back-and-forth motion of the wipers.”

Rubén Echagüe

Just Married, 2007
Polyurethane resin, 
acrylic paint, various 
materials
70 x 34 x 28 cm
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La duchesse 
(The Duchess), 2006
Polyurethane resin, 
acrylic paint, various 
materials
76 x 30 x 26 cm
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Le prochain trou 
(The next hole), 2003
Polyurethane resin, 
acrylic paint, various 
materials
37 x 27 x 35 cm

Page 107: 
Le golfeur 
(The golfer), 2005
Polyurethane resin, 
acrylic paint, various 
materials
38 x 26 x 18 cm
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El defensor
(The defender), 2008
Polyester resin, 
acrylic paint  
40 x 18 x 20 cm

Le cycliste 
(The cyclist), 2019
Polyurethane resin, 
acrylic paint, various 
materials
37 x 12 x 38 cm
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La boucherie 
(The butcher’s), 1998
Polyurethane resin, 
acrylic paint, various 
materials
55 x 47 x 20 cm
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Le médecin 
(The doctor), 2006
Polyurethane resin, 
acrylic paint, various 
materials
45 x 17 x 17 cm

L’infirmière 
(The nurse), 2004
Polyurethane resin, 
acrylic paint, various 
materials
45 x 18 x 18 cm
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Le cuisinier 
(The cook), 2005
Polyurethane resin, 
acrylic paint, various 
materials
41 x 19 x 18 cm

Le jardinier 
(The gardener), 2005
Polyurethane resin, 
acrylic paint, various 
materials
45 x 22 x 19 cm
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Page 116:
On dort comme on peut 
(We sleep how we can), 1996
Polyurethane resin, acrylic 
paint, metal rod
37 x 25 x 30 cm

Songe d'une nuit d'été 
(A summer night’s dream), 1996
Polyurethane resin, acrylic 
paint, metal rod
37 x 25 x 30 cm
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Videos

“Forchino Paris” - Rosario, 2016
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g _
Ut4A4RYRg&feature=emb_logo

“Rendez-vous II” CCBR - Rosario, 2009 
Director: A. Marinho  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cYr2fd-
QvcPk

“En Ton Noir” (Shades of Black)
Noyers-sur-Serein, France, 2002 
https://youtu.be/Xfv_7pQtwyE

JT - France 3. Exhibition «En Ton Noir» 
(Shades of Black) Noyers-sur-Serein, 
France, 2002
https://youtu.be/jBcoX-xzGzg

Exhibitions

Programme “El Cuento de la Buena Pipa”: 
Forchino by Norberto Moretti  
https://youtu.be/QUuwsZTeaj4

Interviews

Programme “El Cuento de la Buena Pipa”: 
“Le regard dénié” (The look denied) 
https://youtu.be/cj9FagRg3kA

“48.9° Celsius-Forchino” 
ON-OFF Studio, Paris, 2020
Producer: M. Cosatto
https://vimeo.com/464580758

https://www.tk-21.com/ TK-21-LaRe-
v u e - n o 1 1 1 ? l a n g = f r # 4 8 - 9 o - C E L S I-
US-FORCHINO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g_Ut4A4RYRg&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g_Ut4A4RYRg&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cYr2fdQvcPk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cYr2fdQvcPk
https://youtu.be/Xfv_7pQtwyE
https://youtu.be/jBcoX-xzGzg
https://youtu.be/QUuwsZTeaj4
https://youtu.be/cj9FagRg3kA
https://vimeo.com/464580758
https://www.tk-21.com/TK-21-LaRevue-no111?lang=fr#48-9o-CELSIUS-FORCHINO
https://www.tk-21.com/TK-21-LaRevue-no111?lang=fr#48-9o-CELSIUS-FORCHINO
https://www.tk-21.com/TK-21-LaRevue-no111?lang=fr#48-9o-CELSIUS-FORCHINO
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A man Out of tune from Rosario to Paris 

Extracts from De los viejos a los nuevos “Desafinados” 
(“Out of tune” people, old and new)
By Elsa Flores Ballesteros

Guillermo Forchino has a Visual Arts degree from the Faculty of Arts 
and Humanities at the National University of Rosario. He has received 
grants such as the one from the Municipality of Rosario Culture 
Department as part of the 19th Annual Salon for Artists (1980-
81), as well as a professional development grant for art restoration 
awarded by the French government (1981-1983), which allowed 
him to specialise in this field at the Pantheon-Sorbonne University in 
Paris. When he returned to Argentina, he spent some time in Rosario 
before moving back to Paris, where he still lives today.

Forchino started with painting. The first stage of his artistic 
production shows the influence of the Mexican muralists (remember 
that the visit from David Alfaro Siqueiros had an impact on various 
parts of the Argentine artistic community, particularly in Rosario), 
and of Antonio Berni in his first approach to social realism, all 
brought together in a reinterpreted social critique. As well as these 
two influences, there were many others, no less important and 
certainly more decisive for his future: German expressionists such as 
Otto Dix and George Grosz (who appealed to him “with their terrible 
depictions and caricatures of their characters”), Emil Nolde and 
Oskar Kokoschka (stigmatised in Munich during the “L’art dégénéré” 
(Degenerate art) exhibition in 1937), as well as Hieronymus Bosch, 
with his fantastical, almost metaphysical imagery. Unexpectedly, 
these images were exhibited at the “imaginary museum” provided 
by the School of Fine Art alongside other local artwork by Florencio 
Molina Campo, with caricatural humour aimed at characters from 
the iconography of the Gauchos, omnipresent in the Alpargatas 
calendars (commissioned by the Alpargatas factory in Argentina - 
manufacturer of footwear and textiles) of the time. Later, they joined 
popular sculptures by a singular artist: Juan de Dios Mena.

This initial pictorial phase gave rise to works such as those 
exhibited at the 14th Annual Artists Salon at the Castagnino Museum 
in 1980, which earned him a municipal grant and an invitation to 
participate in the exhibition for grant recipients the following year at 
the Castagnino Museum. The collection included Las Tres Gracias 
(The Three Graces), a series of cruel images where the viewer 

Above: End of the course with Rosa María Ravera, 
professor of aesthetics. UNR, 1978
Centre: La Gotera studio, Rosario, with the late 
professor Aldo Rossi (beige jacket), 1979
Below: Madrid, Ercila, Castaño, Forchino and Pettit, La 
Gotera studio, 1979
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moves amongst deformed female figures, the beasts acting as their 
environment and misshapen “little winged spirits”, a current of 
jaded, sardonic humour which owes some of its style to Bosch.

With his trip to Paris, the distance allowed him to address certain 
aspects of a tormented Argentina, torn up internally, in which 
obscure dynamics promoted the emergence of new social actors. 
This explains works such as El todopoderoso (The All-Powerful), an 
ambiguous and scathing depiction of power, or Madres (Mothers), 
evoking the painful demonstrations of mothers at the Plaza de 
Mayo in a sequence of heads, apparently defeated but linked by the 
symbolic white headscarf, both exhibited in Paris in 1983.

With his participation in the exhibition “Desafinados” (Out of 
Tune), Forchino broke away from painting and two-dimensionality. 
From his training as a restorer, he retained the recovery of damaged 
objects, the effectiveness of patient, meticulous hand crafting, the 
creative malleability of papier-mâché, and an enviable flexibility for 
creating and recreating situations and settings.

These are all qualities which, combined with his already 
uncompromising view of a world which lets victims proliferate 
without restraining the persecutors, have given rise to a microcosm 

of singular characters which, with very few elements or just a few 
rudimentary ingredients, he has inserted into climates of pain, 
repression, marginalisation and debasement. 

On the subject of the sick, disabled and the third age, Forchino 
goes beyond his first series presented at the “Desafinados” 
exhibition and continues, in 1986, with works in which bruised, 
deformed bodies, deprived of mobility and wrapped in sheets 
for clothes, merge with strange wheelchairs like a continuity of 
themselves, or sleep in hospital beds, held in place by tubes and 
vials keeping them in an almost larval state.

In those same years, Forchino set out on a path that was both 
parallel and divergent: what he calls “the three-dimensional comic 
strip”, in an eminently original attempt to give comic books volume, 
so that essentially two-dimensional graphic humour can become 
three-dimensional “sculptural humour”. The themes are therefore 
different: currently the situations are festive, created in the context 
of contemporary urban life in a consumerist society that trivialises 
objects and practices, as can be seen in La famille (The family) or 
Le taxi (The taxi), or even in the bas-relief Escaldes Centre (1994), 
a kind of satirical counterpoint to L’Autopista del Sur (The Southern 
Highway) by Julio Cortázar. But it also casts a mocking eye over the 
characters who have presided over the darkest hours in Argentina’s 
history, as in Le démocrate (The Democrat) (1987).

Although he uses the same materials and techniques, the two 
categories are different: He moves from tragic in one to comic in 
the other – or, in his own words, from “serious” to “playful”. In 

Studio 81, Rue d’Avron, Paris, 1990
Above: Forchino with his safety boots 
Below: Daniel Pettit and Guillermo Forchino

Right:
“Desafinados” exhibition, Rubén Porta,
Marcelo Castaño and Guillermo Forchino Galería 
Krass, Rosario, 1985

Studio 81, Rue d’Avron, Paris
Above: Daniel Pettit, Guillermo Forchino, Mauro 
Rugolin, 1990
Below: Mario Laus, 1989
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Forchino’s eyes, “art is an essential part of the human being, it is 
an intellectual act which can be judged as such, by its creator or 
its target audience”. This is why “the Venus of Willendorf”, sculpted 
over 20,000 years ago, is no less a work of art than Guernica, even 
if the creator of the Venus never imagined that what he was doing 
was art, and that modern men would categorise it as such.”  For 
his work, however, he lays claim to craftsmanship, expertise and 
mastery of design, whilst being aware of the damage that the use 

of certain materials (papier-mâché, for example) could cause to his 
work, which leads him to wonder philosophically, “if it isn’t, in fact, 
the perfect result for a work which, ultimately, is just as ephemeral 
as human beings...”.

Undoubtedly Parisian now, Forchino remains attached to his 
home city of Rosario, and not just for family reasons. “Everything 
I do,” he says, “is intimately linked to my time in Rosario. There 
are days when I find it hard to believe I’m in Paris... I consider 
myself to be an artist from Rosario, and I try to go to Argentina 
every year so that, despite the long periods of absence, I can 
stay in touch with the scene there.” This sense of belonging isn’t 
just about his roots, his unforgettable teacher Aldo Rossi, other 
aspects of his education or his fellow artists; it’s also linked to 
the direction he has taken with his work, because, with a playful 
expression, he says: “I see my characters as being essentially 
from Rosario, especially in their attitudes and their expressions; 
if I put them in Independiencia Park, in a corner of Corrientes 
or Córdoba, or somewhere in the Arroyito neighbourhood, they 
would be part of the cityscape”.

Studio 81, Rue d’Avron, Paris
Left: Mónica and Joaquín Forchino, 1990 
Right: Facundo Forchino, 1991

Above: Studio 81, Rue d’Avron, Paris
Below: Mario Laus, Mauro Rugolin, María Cosatto, Abel Robino, Guillermo Forchino at the studio on rue d'Avron, 1992

Studio Impasse 
Charrière, Paris 
Guillermo and Mónica 
Forchino, 1994
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Beatriz Vignoli-Blotta (pp. 5-11)

Art critic, writer, poet and journalist.

Sabina Florio (p. 15)

Doctor of Arts and Humanities - National University of Rosario (UNR). 
Professor of Issues in Latin American Art of the 20th Century (UNR).

Edgardo Donoso (pp. 32, 35, 37)

Fine Arts graduate. Lecturer at UNR, curator and art critic.
Extracts from catalogue for the exhibition “Le regard dénié” (The look denied).

Edgardo Donoso, La mirada negada, OSDE Foundation, (Rosario-ARG: 2017), 11-13. 

https://issuu.com/artefundosde/docs/catalogo_la_mirada_negada_digital_

Elsa Flores Ballesteros (pp. 43 ,46 ,50, 52, 54, 67, 123-127)

University professor. Universities of Buenos Aires (UBA) and UNR. 
Former director of the Institute for the History of Argentine and Latin 
American Art at UBA.
Extracts from the critical essay De los viejos a los nuevos “Desafinados” (“Out of tune” 

people, old and new), published for the exhibition “Desafinados II”; presented in May 

2001 at the Bernardino Rivadavia Cultural Centre in Rosario and in April 2002 at the 

Palace of Arts, Palais de Glace in Buenos Aires, Argentina.

Elsa Flores Ballesteros, De los viejos a los nuevos “Desafinados”, (“Out of tune” 

people, old and new) (Rosario: Taller Maguiru, 2001), 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 22, 23, 31.

http://online.anyflip.com/dbpi/mrmo/

Marie-Thérèse Richard Hernández (p. 45)

Doctor of Art and Humanities - Paris III Sorbonne-Nouvelle. Historian 
and art critic.
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